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Abstract 

The emittance of a synchrouon radiation light source, can be easily 
deduced from a measurement of the beam Drofile. For ELE’ITRA, like 
for several previous machines, the profile honitor will use a charged 
coupled device (CCD1 sensor mounted on a bending magnet light 
port. However, considering the small size of the electron beam 
(100 pm K 60 pm),we need to know the measurement accuracy that 
can be achieved in the visible. After approximating the image distribu- 
tion of an hypothetical punctual beam to a gaussian, we define the 
r.m.s. value of that gaussian as the “punctual beam enlargement”. 
Then we calculate ocestirnate this y&titv for the various-contributing 
errors: diffraction, depth of field and orhii curvature. The analysis is 
checked at BESSY in-Berlin, using part of the actual hardware-and 
software. On ELECTRA, a 41 km punctual beam enlargement should 
be achieved in the horizontal plane in the visible and 17 urn in the ver- 
tical one, which is satisfacto&. In addition, we mention a modification 
of the CCL) acquisition electronics for scanning the evolution of the 
beam emittance rluring the acceleration cycle of a 10 H7. booster. 

Introduction 

A major task of the third generation synchrotron radiation sources 
like ELETTKA is to deliver hi,gh brilliance photon beams to their 
users. This is achieved by designing a very low emittance machine. 
The ernittnnce can be easily deduced from a measurement of the hcnnl 
profile.The principle of this measurement is to focus the hcam image 
on a charged coupled device (CCD), calculate the vertical and horizon- 
tal beam sizes ar.d send them in the control room. In this paper, we 
calculate the measurement errors due to the optics aberrations and 
show the result of the measurements done at HUSSY in Berlin using 
the actual electronics hardware and software.In addition to the elec- 
tronics of the CCD camera a special board allows to measure the 
evolution of the beam sire during the acceleration ramp of a 10 H7 
booster, initiallv foreseen as injector. It was tested in the laboratory 
using d pdsrd iight s[!iirce. 

Measurement Resolution 

The image of a punctual source through any optical system i\ 
not a point. Usually the resolution is defined as the minimum 
distance between two punctual source? which can be resolvsJ by 
the system. In our case, with a gaussian beam, it is convenient to 
approximate the image which could he produced by a punctual 
beam to a gaussian distribution. We will call pwrcrual hca~n 
enlur~emrnr the r.m.s. value of that distribution. 

Diffraction and depth of field are the main effects limiting the 
resolution of the beam profile measurement [ 1). The finite length of 
the ohoton source in a hendiP: mamet nrcxluces a s&erical 
abekation, usually called dep& of?ield’error. This &or is the 
sanx in both planes. On the other hand the diffraction is due to the 
limited 0penir.g angle of the photon beam This effect is different 
for each &me: it depends on the vertical aperture in the vertical 
plane anh on the hohzontal aperture in thh horizontal one. 

Considering the vertical plane only, the minimum error due to 
these effects is obtained without limiting the vertical aperture and 
by placing a slit as small as possible in the horizontal plane: the 
minimum diffraction error is given by the natural opening angle of 
thz photon beam; the depth of field error is reduced by limiting the 
length of the emitting source. We see that a circular diaphragm 
woild increase the gffraction error if its aperture is smallerthan 
the beam natural opening angie, on the contrary a slit limiting only 
the horirontal aperture does not present this inconvenience. 

Considering the horizontal plane, a slit which limits the 
horizontal aperture reduces the length of the emitting beam and the 
depth of field error, but it increases the error due to diffraction. 

Another error is due to the curvature of the electron beam in the 
bending magnet which increases with the aperture of the slit. There 
is an optimum value to the slit aperture which minimizes the 
combination of those effects. 

The punc~z~ heat?! e&qcmenr EoFdue to the depth of field effect 
[2,3j ian be computed considering the radius of the circle of Icast 
conrusion F (Fisurc 1.2). It is defined by: 

T 
r =: ‘2’ t)[[ = 1z U[,l (1; 

with 1, lct,th Of rhr: crnitting SOurcc, f&i halt’ opening aigle iiC(l K 
radius of curvature of the particle, trajectory. 
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k’igurc I, The itnagc of‘ ;t punzrual hcml ih IWL a point. 

Thr uiwnGty d;wibution of the imgc can his .ippoximated 111 ;i 
gaussion whose r.m.s. value is: 

CL)b = 1(1,1- 1: Fi,$ (‘1 
with I(I:~: 0.5. 

‘l’hc j~l~tt~~Ill4il iwirrr c~thrgcwirtii dill’ !o dif’frvction from 2 i;lit .it 
a given aacelength i; can he c,ilculated approximating the 
ditt‘raoti~w pi;tlcrn !o .* ga:~ssia:l distrib~lti~!n :i~ho~ r.ni.s. 1. ;iliic’ is: 
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distribution. 

We obtained the best approximation using the lenat squares fit 
method and the coefficient computed is 

&ff = 0.1830 (4 

‘1 he curvatult of’ the pxricle uajccrory prcwluce\ ai> W~OI- only ix ttx 
horizontal pl,ane[4]: 

I c = I?; K $11’ 1.5) 
approximating it with a gaussim distrihution, the ptrz~~!m! lmrm 
CF~'~~~~IENI due to ihis effect is: 

EC = Kc R H” (6) 
with tic, -z 0.5. 
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Figure 3. Error due to the curvature of the particle trajectory 

Using a slit which limits only the horizontal aperture, the punct~r~i 
heum rnlur~emf~nr due to the diffraction in the vertical plane at a 
given wavelength is: 

EDiff.V = 0.1830 ’ 
ON 

and in the horizontal plane: 

FDiff.H = 0.1830 ’ 
%I 

(8) 

The punctud beam enlargment due to depth of field in both 
horizontal and vertical plane is: 

EUF = 0.5 R 01,* (‘,,I 

The [~c/~Yilai bt~~rn enkur~cnlerzr due :o the cumature of the 
txjsmry in the horilontnl plane is 

Q = 0.5 R B$ (1Oj 

The totiil p?ct~t!u~! fh?urrf mlargc~ment in tk vertical plane is 
easily calculated: 

FV = I/(c& 2. CEDiff.V)2 (111 

while in the horizontal plane is: 

fH = d(&DF)’ f (EDiff-H)2 f (EC)’ (121 

If the source is not a punctual beam but is a gaussian one, with 
vonic;d mtl h~~ITiY~!ltiIl r.In.s. dimensions rcspcctively cT~~\~ 2nd 
TTHH, the intensity distribution of the image is also a gaussian 
whose \,erticol sigma is: 

(TV = 4(O”\42 f (F\rj2 

and the horizont;~ one is 

(11) 

GH = b3d2 + (FH)~ (14) 

The ELETI’R.4 bending magnet radius is 5.5 III. The half 
natural opening angle of the beam is 2.7 mrad. We use a 
bidimensional array of CCDs for detecting the photon ,bem; they 
work m the visible. We place a slit limiting the horizontal aperture 
and a bandpass filter centered at 450 nm before the CCD. The 
optimum aperture of the slit which minimizes the errors in the 
horizontal plane is: 

0 = 2.5 mrad (15) 

at this horizon&I opening angle the total punctual beam tdarprnent 
in the horizontal and in the vertical plane are: 

ELI = 41 pm; cv=17/ltm (16) 

the beam size at the bending magnet port with a 1.5 GeV beam and 
3 10% coupling value is 

0[3)I = 100 pn : (TI<V = 60 pm (17) 

and the beam dimensions measured arc: 
(TH=d1002+d12= 108pnl (18: 

(TV = 4602 + 172 = 62 pm (19) 

that represents an error smaller than 8% in the horizontal plane and 
than 4% in the vertical plane. 

System Descnptlo 11 

The synchrotron radiation light comes out of the 3.5” port of a 
bending magnet [5]. The frst mirror, in vacuum, is placed at the 
Brewster angle with respect to the horizontal plane [6] in order to 
eliminate the vertically polarized light: it should sligthly improve 
the resolution. The mirror absorbs the most energetic part of the 
photon beam and reflects all the radiation at wavelengths longer 
than 180 nm. A slit limits the horizontal aperture to 2.5 mrad. A 
bandpass filter is centered at 450 nm. A fused silica quartz lens, 
that covers the visible and LJV range, converts the radiation cone in 
a parallel beam. A battery of attenuation filters extends the dynamic 
range by avoiding the saturation of the sensor. Several lenses with 
different magnifications focalize the beam on the CCD. 

Figure 4. Measurement setup 

The CCD (Thomson model 1717863) is a bidimensional arm) 
of 288 x 384 square cells of 23 pm each [7]. Its functional 
wavelength extends from loo0 nm down to 400 nm. 

An Image Processing Board [8] digitizes the picture of the 
beam and stores it in a memory that can be read from the 
VMEbus 191. 

‘I‘he system is working using OS-0 operative system 1 lo] and 
a program which finds the beam center and the honzontal and 
vertical sizes has been developed. The results of the calculation can 
be sent to the control room through the network [ 1 11. 

In addition to that electronics we developed a special board [ 121 
for the profile monitor of a 10 Hz booster synchrotron, initially 
foreseen as ELETI’RA injector. It has been tested with a simple 
simulation of the light source ramped in intensity. The image, after 
being sampled in 2 ms, is processed fast enough for yielding the 
beam dimensions at a 10 Hz rate. In addition, by delaying slightly 
the sampling time from one period to the next, the curve showing 
the evolution of the beam profile during the acceleration cycle can 
be available every 2.5 seconds. 
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Figure 5. The evolution of the beam intensity at tfie time tl is 
detected at the time t2: a 10 Hz period is available after 5 seconds 
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peferences 

The system has been tested at BESSY, in Berlin (Germany), 
using the light coming from a bending magnet. The goals are to test 
electronics and software and confirm the theoretical predictions 
about the resolution. 

The optics magnification factor is 4.2. A set of attenuators 
avoids saturating the sensors. A horizontal plane limiting slit, a 
vertical plane limiting slit and a circular diaphragm are successivel) 
placed j;lst behind t& window. The half afertuie range extends 
from 0.5 to 20 mm, the distance between the source and the 
window being 3.29 m, the half aperture angle extends from 0.1 to 
6 mrad. The sextupoles are switched off for reducing the vzrtizal 
beam size down to about 30 pm and measuring the various 
puncntu! heun~ mlq~emenrs. Two bandpass filters centered at 
450 nm and 550 run are successively introduced. A program finds 
the beam center and calculates the beam size at different optics 
setups. 

The analysis of the images first done at BESSY with the OS9 
system, has been completed later on in Trieste with a graphics 
workstation. 

The noise kas been the main problem for finding the beam 
center: there is not only one maximum intensity point. That 
problem has been reduced by averaging several acquisitions and by 
smoothing the final image 

The irregular background intensity has been the main problem 
for calculating the r.m.s. values of the beam intensity distribution. 
It has been solved working with the gradient transformed image: 
the maximum intensiijr points of that image correspond to the 
r.m.s.vnlues of the original one. 

A 16” tilt of the beam with respect to the horizontal plane limits 
the separation between horizontal &td vertical enlargement: an 
enlargement which occurs in the horizontal plane modifies not only 
the horizontal size of the beam, but the vertical one too. 

No change in the vertical beam size has been observed when 
the horizontal opening angle has been varied from 0.1 to 6 mrad. 
The rearon is that the maximum vertical enlargement due to the 
depth of field error corresponds to only 12 pm (only 2 pixels on 
the CCD) if the vertical beam size is 30 pn. 

Conclusions 

The analysis of the images taken at BESSY using the electronic 
part of the system confirms the theoretical predictions: the 
enlareement due to diffraction denends on the vertical aperture in 
the v&ical plane and on the horizontal aperture in the horizontal 
one. The best resolution in the vertical plane is obtained by 
reducing the horizontal opening as much as possible. Any 
limitation of the vertical opening angle would deteriorate the 
vertical resolution. 

The accuracy of the measurement in the visible (450 nmj is 
sufficient with these beam dimensions: 100 pm horizontal and 60 
pm vertical. However the vertical size calculated with a 10% 
coupling value might be pessimistic. If the coupling value is 
reduced down to one percent, the beam height becomes of the same 
order of magnitude as the punctual beam enlargcmr~~f. In that C:~SC 
we may have to work in’ the UV to reduce that error. 
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